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TO:  NYSRC Executive Committee 
 
FROM: Bruce Ellsworth, Tom Gentile and Paul Gioia 
 
DATE:  February 4, 2005 
 
SUBJECT: Meeting with NYISO 
 
 

On January 26, we met with the NYISO to discuss their concerns with respect to 

the draft non-compliance letter recently approved by the Executive Committee.  Tom Gentile 

participated by telephone.  Bruce invited the NYISO representatives to raise any other issue they 

may have concerning the relationship between the NYSRC and the NYISO.  The NYISO was 

represented by Bill Museler, John Adams, Mike Calimano, Greg Campoli and Liz Grisaru.  

Bruce spoke privately with Bill Museler prior to the meeting.  

The relationship between the NYSRC and the NYISO on compliance issues was 

discussed and there was general agreement with respect to that relationship.  Bill Museler stated 

that the NYISO recognizes that the NYSRC has the ability to require the NYISO to implement, 

enforce and monitor Reliability Rules and that, if there is a violation, the non-compliance letter 

should go to the NYISO.  However, Bill stated that he wants it to be clear that it is the NYSRC, 

and not the NYISO, that is the rule-making entity.  In that regard, he was concerned that the 

NYSRC not issue Reliability Rules that are too general and do not indicate the market 

participants that are required to take action under the Rule and the specific nature of the required 

 



action.  For example, he does not think it would be appropriate for the NYSRC to leave it to the 

NYISO to decide which market participants must act in order for there to be compliance with a 

Reliability Rule.  Bill stated that he recognizes that the NYISO is responsible for all Reliability 

Rules and for making sure that the market participants do what they should do, but if the 

Reliability Rules do not specify what the market participants should do, that will make the 

NYISO's job harder.  

Our response to Bill's concern was that we do not believe that the NYSRC has 

any intention to reduce the level of specificity with respect to the actions required by market 

participants in the Reliability Rules or the related measurements.  We just want to make sure that 

the lines of responsibility are clear, and understood by all parties.  

Bill also expressed concern with respect to "Due Process" related to the issuance 

of a non-compliance letter.  He suggested that the NYSRC should take into consideration 

whether the non-compliance was a first violation, and that the NYSRC should be sensitive to the 

negative consequences that the issuance of a non-compliance letter will have for the NYISO.  

We informed the NYISO that when the Executive Committee approved the draft 

non-compliance letter, it also agreed that such a letter would not be issued until the NYISO has 

had an opportunity to comment on the issuance of the letter and its wording.  We also noted that, 

while there a several levels of violation through which the NYSRC can take into account the 

seriousness of the non-compliance and whether it is a first or repeated violation, the NYSRC is 

obligated to report a non-compliance event if one occurs.  In the discussion, it was generally 

agreed that a non-compliance letter should be issued by the NYSRC Executive Committee and 

only after a draft had been provided to the NYISO and the NYISO has had a reasonable 
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opportunity to submit comments to the Executive Committee on the issuance of the letter, the 

level of non-compliance, and the wording of the letter.  While the NYSRC meetings are open to 

the public, the NYSRC would not publicize a pending non-compliance finding until final action 

by the Executive Committee.  Bruce asked Paul Gioia to draft procedures consistent with this 

discussion for consideration by the Executive Committee and in consultation with the NYISO.  

At the end of the meeting there was a general discussion of the NYISO/NYSRC 

relationship.  There appeared to be agreement that the relationship is working well. Greg 

Campoli said that he believes that there is an excellent working relationship between the NYISO 

and the NYSRC on compliance issues.  Bill Museler noted that, initially, several of the NYISO 

board members questioned the need for a separate NYSRC.  However, based on its experience 

over the past five years, the NYISO board has become a strong advocate for the NYISO's 

governance process, which includes a separate NYSRC with its current responsibilities.  
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